Crab Directions

Coming South on the A1

+ Leave the A1(M) at junction 49, then at the T-junction turn left onto the A168.
+ At the roundabout take the 1st exit onto the A168.

+ At the next roundabout take the 2nd exit, then merge onto the A168.

+ Stay left and take the first left, signposted for Asenby, Cundall, Helperby.
+ The Crab and Lobster restaurant will appear in front of you.

+ To get to Crab Manor, take the right turn before the restaurant and then its
your first left and first left again.

Coming North on the A1

+ At Dishforth Interchange leave the A1(M) (junction 49), then merge onto the
A168.
+ Stay left and take the first left, signposted for Asenby, Cundall, Helperby.
+ The Crab and Lobster restaurant will appear in front of you.

+ To get to Crab Manor, take the right turn before the restaurant and then its
your first left and first left again.
Coming south on the A19

+ Go straight down the A19 towards Thirsk, carry on along the bypass, the road
becomes the A168 (to carry on along the A19 you have to actually turn off.)
+ Approximately one mile past Thirsk, take the turn off to the left,
signposted Topcliffe, Dalton (A167).

+ Follow the road through Topcliffe, over the bridge and follow the road to the
left .Go up the hill, drive down to the bottom of the hill, and we are on the left.
+ To get to Crab Manor from here, go past the car park and turn left, then
take the first left into the village, Crab Manor is on the left hand side.

Coming north on the A19

+ Travel along the A19 towards Thirsk. Just before Thirsk, take the left turn,
signposted A168 and A1 North & South.

+ Join the A168 for about 2 miles and take the slip road off to the left, signposted
Topcliffe, Dalton (A167)
+ Follow the road through Topcliffe, over the bridge and follow the road to the
left .Go up the hill, drive down to the bottom of the hill, and we are on the left.
+ To get to Crab Manor drive past the car park, and turn left, then take
the first left into the village (Asenby). Crab Manor is on the left hand
side.

